






































...an act demanding the focusing of attention

 ...a functional tool for 
capturing and 

exploring thoughts and ideas



(a little 
obsession)



to UNDERSTAND

what I am thinking





Accurat for Popular Science, May 2014
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 the U.S. granted six times as many science and 

much faster? As a proxy for the pace of science, we looked at how 
often academic papers reference one another. A paper’s citation 

few years after publication, as the ideas in the paper catch on, then 
-

In some fields, like math, that rise-and-fall pattern takes longer 
than others, like cell biology. But in almost every field, the pattern 

Life sciences fields 
have a quicker pace 

overall—evident in 
their narrower colored 

rings—than the 
physical sciences.

Recent papers tend to 
have more authors—
as in environmental 

science [far right].

Solid-color rings indicate how many years 
after publication the top 50 papers reached 
their collective citations peak—the “pace.”

Notes display time-to-peak for the top 20 

Bars represent the cumulative number of 









Accurat for La Lettura, Geniuses, Visualized



(Kabbalah and Sephirots)













"you know which 
one I like the most? 
the one with the 
candelholders!

I'd love to hang it on 
the wall !”

granny, 84



...to introduce a level of abstraction
...to elaborate on inspiration



_researchers going aborad
_researchers entering the country
_returning researchers
_main destinations
+
_unemployment rate in the country, 
_female employment rate, 
_percentages of foreigners and emigrants 
  (on regular polutation)
_GDP
_universities ranking
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qui ho schiarito

le opacità di tutti

tranne i ricercatori

(storia principale piu chiara) quelli che ritornano

in verde?

(E’ una cosa positiva)
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> visually comparing all of the parameters:
normalizing all of the indicators





to see the details 
and the big pictures 

at once







( (

MAIN characters frequencies 
within the book, including victims ,
murderers, missing poeple)

(incipit)

(last sentence)

map of recurrent places

his Habits through time

emotions evolution through time



to explore 
narrative models 

that start from visual
explorations











Accurat for Bright Ideas Magazine, 
Beasts of the

Southern Wild
$ 1,8M

$ 1M
$ 12,8M
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Earth
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Favorite
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Pleens:
editorial direction: Filippo Pretolani
concept: Mafe de Baggis
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Accurat with Michela Buttignol



here there was a video of the working app,
watcth it!

www.accurat.it/files/eyeo/pleens.mov

http://www.accurat.it/files/eyeo/pleens.mov
http://www.accurat.it/files/eyeo/pleens.mov






here there was a video of my exploratory 
drawings, watch it!

www.accurat.it/files/eyeo/drawing.mov

http://www.accurat.it/files/eyeo/drawing.mov
http://www.accurat.it/files/eyeo/drawing.mov










(i.e. going figurative and even more compulsive)



1.200 ugly portraits of him, so far



here there was a video of Gabriele’s ugly 
portraits, watch it!

www.accurat.it/files/eyeo/gabriele.mov

http://www.accurat.it/files/eyeo/gabriele.mov
http://www.accurat.it/files/eyeo/gabriele.mov


(Gabriele on Instagram)




















